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THE WORK OF THE PROPHETS. 
BY PROFESSOR F. B. DENIO, 

Bangor Theological Seminary, Bangor, Me. 

In studying the Old Testament we need to settle definitely in 
mind what questions we expect it to answer. I presuppose of course 
that we confine ourselves to questions which it can answer. We may 
go to it and ask three classes of questions: ist, What can you tell us 
about the nations that have lived upon the face of the earth ? 2nd, 
What can you tell us about the progress of the human soul in appropri- 
ating religious, and especially revealed truth ? 3d, What can you tell 
us about God's preparation of this world for the coming of Christ and 
for the establishment of Christianity ? I do not say that no other 

questions can be asked of the Old Testament. What I do say is that 

nearly all important questions can be referred to one or another of 
these general questions. I add that the kind of question we ask 
should determine our method of arriving at the answer which the Old 
Testament can give us. 

These three general questions approach the Old Testament from 
different quarters. They regard the Old Testament either as gen- 
eral history, as a history of a certain religion, or as a chapter in the 

history of Redemption. In either instance the historical element 
is predominant and a historical method should be adopted in investi- 

gation. While the historical method must prevail in all fruitful study 
of the Old Testament, the method of investigating each problem 
should be determined by the problem. Suppose you wish to study 
the Old Testament as a portion of the general history of the human 
race. Then you treat the book as you do any other history, presum- 
ing it to be true and testing its statements as you do those of any 
work. So far as it may be verified, corrected or illuminated by the 
records of other nations, you subject it to such processes. So far as it 
furnishes within itself the grounds for such testing, you do the same. 
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Otherwise on learning its statements you accept them as you would 
those of any other history. When, however, you have done this, you 
have gone as far as you can in treating the Old Testament just like any 
other book. You cannot always place a definite line of division be- 
tween the use of the Old Testament as general history and the use 
of the Old Testament in the other ways; yet you can come very near 
to such a dividing line. 

Apply this to the existence of that order of men who swayed such 

power in Israel, the prophets. There was a class of men whose char- 
acter was distinctly religious, who claimed to have derived knowledge 
and authority from a superhuman source. These men seldom held 
an official position, yet they had an indefinite amount of power, 
sometimes enough to change the reigning dynasty. Often they 
were, by reason of weight of character, or social position, or by 
both, faithful counsellors of the king; yet more frequently were they 
the trusted advisers of the people. The people of Israel were not 
the only people in the midst of whom men arose with these general 
characteristics. In tracing the history of this class of men from a 

purely historical .point we may ask several questions: When did 
these men live ? What was the nature of the government under 
which they lived? What were their relations to popular freedom? 
What was their moral character? What was the basis of their in- 
fluence over society? How did this influence vary and what were the 
causes of such variation? What was the final outcome of their 
labors? Such questions as I have suggested deal with purely his- 
torical facts. In other nations there were at times men who like the 

prophets carried a free lance; who had no official character in 
either political or ecclesiastical life, yet with a religious charac- 
ter or pretension as the basis of their influence. Similar questions 
could be asked concerning this class of men, and the outcome of their 

presence in the world. In the external features there are sometimes 

strong correspondences between the prophets of Israel and the per- 
sons just mentioned in other nations. 

There is much in the Old Testament the primary interest of which 
is not distinctively historical. Turning in this direction we find our- 
selves at once face to face with subjects that are of present interest. I 
refer not to the question of Higher Criticism as such, but to the subject 
of Old Testament Theology. This is a historical study, i. e., the elements 
which it contains must be treated historically or not at all. For the 
Old Testament contains a record of the life of a race living undet the 

inspiration and control of certain religious beliefs. The significance 
of the religion of the Old Testament was for the average Israelite far 
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more of the present than of the future. While we must believe the 
Mosaic cultus to have been, in part at least, typical, the pious Israel- 

ite, I am sure, could not have regarded it as other than symbolic, i. e., 
with significance for his own time rather than for the future. I think 
that if he could have regarded it as only typical, or even prevailingly 
so, all significance must in time have vanished from it. So the relig- 
ion of Israel was a living religion as ours is; it had, I presume, no 
more regard for the future of this world than ours, and certainly there 
could not have been so much thought of a hereafter. With these 
facts before us we may well accept as the definition of the recently 
developed study of Old Testament theology the following: A histor- 
ical representation of the religion of Revelation in the successive 

stages of its development and in the multiplicity of forms in which it 

appears. In regard to this study the whole definition takes ground 
upon which an anti-supernaturalist cannot come. Apologetically you 
prove that the religion of the Old Testament is a part of the religion of 
Revelation. In the study of the Old Testament as a part of the his- 

tory of Redemption this apologetic subject is best treated. In com- 
mon with an anti-supernaturalist you may trace the influence of beliefs 

upon the Hebrew mind, you may note the various forms in which the 
Hebrew worshipper was minded to express his devotion to his deity, 
and the successive elements which entered into his religious beliefs. 
When, however, you attempt to reason about causes, you must soon 

part company with the anti-supernaturalist. Thus definite have I 
been that I might call attention to those features of current discussions 
which we may judge by purely historical considerations, and also to 
elements which need sifting according to philosophical or theological 
principles. The truth is, that much that goes by the name of histori- 
cal investigation is pure philosophical assumption. 

It would be desirable, if possible, to fill out a syllabus in Old Tes- 
tament Theology somewhat as follows: 

I. Theology-The Nature of God. 
II. Finite being, 

A. Cosmology, Relation between God and the World. 
B. Anthropology, Nature of Man and Proper Relation with God. 

III. Hamartiology, Actual Relation between God and Man. 
IV. Ethics, Relation between Man and Man. 
V. Soteriology, 

A. Ground of Divine Favor. 
B. Method of Gaining Divine Favor, (1) by Life, (2) by Cultus. 

VI. The Future, 
A. Of this World. 
B. Of Men after Death. 
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If the idea of development is to be used in the study of the Old 
Testament Theology, and it should be it seems to me, that the Old 
Testament cultus is far too small a section upon which to build a 

great superstructure. Whoever should study the history of the 
Church of Christ during the last three hundred years would probably 
be obliged to revise every a priori principle of development with which 
he might have begun his work. It seems to me, therefore, that 

nothing but a thorough search of the entire Old Testament and a 

gathering of all the materials found into some such scheme as I 

suggest is a proper mode for deriving the principle of development. 
It should be set in order as far as possible by those chronological data 
of which we are reasonably certain. 

So far as my investigation has gone, the following statements of 

religious belief seem to cover the facts at the time of Samuel: 
I. Jehovah was the Creator and sovereign Ruler of the physical 

world about man, and of man himself. 
2. Jehovah was righteous, both just and good; He was merciful, 

long-suffering and forgiving. 
3. Jehovah had entered into special relations with Israel condi- 

tioned upon obedience, and was expected by Israel to give security 
and prosperity as a reward for obedience; disobedience would bring 
punishment. Punishment took the form of temporal calamity. 

4. Men often sinned against God, and the essence of sin was a 
rebellious or perverse will. 

5. Repentance was a necessary condition to avert God's punish- 
ments. Some symbolic act or work was often regarded as a neces- 

sary condition to secure forgiveness. 
6. The ordinary principles of morality were the rules to guide in 

the treatment of fellow men, also generosity toward the poor and weak 
was a duty. Such principles were somewhat modified by race limits. 

7. Definite ideas of an existence after death cannot be affirmed. 
As to the future of Israel, this was expected to be prosperous through 
the favor of Jehovah. 

More might, perhaps, be added, but the features just given seem 
to be the most important of the common stock of religious beliefs 
when the prophets began their work. The prophet, viewed in his re- 
lations to his time, was a preacher of righteousness. There was need 
of labor to keep these religious beliefs active and operative in the 

popular mind. These principles needed fresh statement for successive 

generations. Hence the existence of an order of men to proclaim, in- 

terpret and enforce these principles. While the function of the priest 
was to bring men near to God, that of the prophet was to bring God's 
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-will to men. In studying and interpreting the work of any prophet 
we should have reference not to the religious ideas of succeeding ages, 
-but to those of his own. The New Testament is not the key of the 
Old Testament, when Old Testament Theology is the theme. Rather 
the Old Testament affords much by which to interpret the theology 
of the New Testament. While studying the work of the prophet 
from the standpoint of Old Testament Theology we interpret from the 

standpoint of his generation. Whatever is enigmatical from that point 
must be left unexplained. 

This work of the prophet was the application of the common 
fund of religious beliefs which I have mentioned. These truths, 
edoubtless then as now, were somewhat distorted in the popular mind. 

They were also encrusted with superstitions, and were but partially 
apprehended and needed to be taught more fully. In short, the prog- 
ress of religious knowledge was then similar in nature to the progress 
*of religious knowledge now. It was then brought about with the 
divine efficiency more directly manifest than now. Therefore in the 
domain of Old Testament Theology the question is: What were the 
modifications and developments of religious beliefs brought about by 
the prophets ? In all this discussion we do best to regard the proph- 
,etic order as beginning with Samuel and ending with Malachi. There 
seems to have been no order of prophets before the one nor after the 
,other. 

The case is changed when we come to treat the Old Testament as 
.a preparatory stage in the history of Redemption. We make certain 

.assumptions even though we are not fully aware of them all. The 
more important are: There is a personal God who has revealed Him- 
,self to men; moved by the needs of a sinful human race, He prepared 
.a portion of this race to receive such a revelation of Himself as was 

.adapted to meet these needs; this preparation was the accomplish- 
ment of a definite plan, and extended through many generations. It 
will be seen at once that these assumptions are peculiarly Christian 

principles. If anyone denies them, then the Old Testament has no 
existence as a chapter in the history of Redemption; in fact, for him 
there is no history of Redemption. Thus, while the treatment of 

purely historical questions rests on ground common to Christians and 
"unbelievers, the discussion of the Old Testament as a portion of the 

history of Redemption, belongs to a region where Christians and un- 
believers have no ground in common. If the question must be treated 
-from the side of Apologetics, the first thing to be proved is the exist- 
,ence of a redemptive work, and then the connection of the Old Testa- 
rment with that work. 
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Assuming these Christian [postulates we ask: What work in the 
preparatory stage of redemption was accomplished by the Hebrew 
prophets ? We ascertain the stage in spiritual training at which the 
people of Israel stood, and their common property of religious thought 
when the prophets began their labors. We then come into a position 
to deal with the question of what the prophets accomplished in the 
preparatory stage of redemption. In the examination of their work 
we seek to find what elements looked forward to the future. What 
things were the prophets consciously doing for the future. These, 
however, will not be a sufficient clue, nor even will they be the main 
clue to learning the nature of their work. When the questions which 
I have mentioned are to be answered, the work of the prophets must 
be interpreted from a New Testament standpoint. If we assume a 
plan, we bind ourselves to explain the successive stages of its execu- 
tion by the results when the plan has come to completion. If it be 
said that on this basis the place of the Old Testament in the history 
of Redemption cannot be fully known until this world's history is 
ended, I am quite ready to accept that conclusion. Whoever ex- 
amines the third chapter of Galatians will, I am confident, find the 
statement of this position respecting the place of the Old Testament 
as a part of the preparation for redemption. 

Thus when we study the work of a prophet from the standpoint 
of Old Testament Theology we see that he worked with the needs of 
his generation in view. His work was thus grounded in the present, 
and consisted in interpreting and enforcing those religious principles 
currently accepted. Hope, fear, gratitude and love were all objects 
of appeal. In all his labor the prophet was conscious of his aims and 
intelligently adapted his course to the end in view. 

When we study his work as a section in the history of Redemp- 
tion, we find the work-the same work just mentioned-to be ground- 
ed in the present indeed, but used beyond his consciousness, and to an 
extent not easy to define, for the purpose of preparing Israel to accept 
and proclaim the Gospel of Redemption from sin. 

This analysis lays a foundation for a general consideration of the 
work of the prophet. A few moments since it was said that among 
the religious beliefs of Israel when the prophetic order began its work 
was the conviction that Jehovah had entered into special relations 
with Israel. The record which gives the formal statement of this reve- 
lation is in Exod. xIX., 5, 6: " Now therefore, if ye will obey my voice 
indeed, and keep my covenant, then shall ye be a peculiar treasure 
unto me above all people: for all the earth is mine: And ye shall be 
unto me a kingdom of priests, and an holy nation." It was a part of the 
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Israelite's consciousness that Jehovah had made a covenant with his 
nation. This covenant was a conditional one. The conditions were 

two; Obey my voice, and keep my covenant. The covenant thus 
based consisted of promises: That Israel should be a cherished pos- 
session, one which Jehovah would keep with care; that priesthood 
should be universal to the nation; and that holiness should be equally 
universal. In accord with this belief in a covenant the prophet 
was a representative of Jehovah. His work was to hold the people to 
the performance of the conditions on which the covenant was based 
and thereby to bring to perfection in Israel the high spiritual privi- 
leges promised. His object of activity is thus seen to be not abstract 
nor remote, but righteousness in the concrete with its rewards and 

blessings. 
The prophetic office was in part ethical. This was almost uni- 

versally the case with the earlier and non-literary prophets. If they 
wrought miracles or predicted future events they did so not as mere 
wonder-workers. Righteousness was the aim of all their labors. 

A. They were teachers of moral duty and of religious obligation. 
They asserted the reign of a moral law over all men and the govern- 
ment of a God who executed this law. As an order they were of 

high character and exemplified obedience to the moral law. They 
were filled with a sense of the immediate presence of Jehovah and of 
his power over every detail of human life and action. They declared 

duty, rebuked sin and commanded righteousness. No department of 
human life was beyond their province, no dignity was sufficiently 
exalted to be above obligation to serve Jehovah. They announced 
retribution for sin, destruction for the unrepentant sinner. They con- 
stantly pledged the rewards of the covenant for righteousness if Israel 
should become obedient. These announcements involved a predictive 
element, but the predictions of the prophet as a preacher of right- 
eousness were largely conditional. If blessings seem to have beer} 
promised unconditionally-the principle which rules in any failure is 
found in Isa. XLVIII., I8, I9: "0 that thou hadst hearkened unto my 
commandments! then had thy peace been as a river, and thy righteous- 
ness as the waves of the sea: thy seed also had been as the sand, and 
the offspring of thy bowels like the gravel thereof; his name would not 
have been cut off nor destroyed from before me." Even as preachers 
of righteousness some prophets had regard to a broader field than 
Israel alone. They preannounced the destinies of other cities and 
nations. Although the preaching of the prophets was as a rule con- 
fined to Israel, the principles of righteous conduct were considered 
not to be so confined, nor was the power of Jehovah limited by any 
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considerations of race or locality. Without doubt profound meditation 
on the moral government of the world gave much insight into the 
future. To this was added a degree of certainty and an accuracy of 
knowledge respecting the fulfillment of the prophecies which could 
have been attained by no human sagacity. 

B. In addition to their work as teachers of moral law they also 

taught much respecting God's nature and character. These teachings 
centered in the universal monarchy of Jehovah which was stoutly 
maintained against every form of polytheism and idolatry. The fol- 

lowing truths were prominent elements of their teaching: I, Jehovah 
is the Creator in nature; 2, a Creator in history; 3, has all human 
destinies under His control; 4, rules over all in righteousness; 5, is 

supreme Ruler; 6, is a Saviour who deals with men not wholly accord- 
ing to their deserts but in sovereign love. These teachings were 

developed and reiterated endlessly. The God thus proclaimed was 
not so conceived by reason of abstract thought, but on account of His 
deeds. He had revealed Himself in his protection and guidance of 
Israel to be all that the prophets proclaimed him to be. It would be 
incorrect to treat these teachings of the prophets as additions to the 
former beliefs. They were developments. The full and explicit 
teachings of the prophets on these subjects are now seen to have been 

quite fairly implied in the earlier beliefs. That their contemporaries 
accepted or even understood such implications cannot be believed. 

C. There was another element of prophetic labor which lay out- 
side of the previous beliefs. Nay, even, it seemed to be in contradic- 
tion to the previous beliefs. The conception of the covenant was 
linked with the belief that there was no method of gaining its bless- 

ings save by fulfilling its conditions. The earlier prophets betray no 
different thought. In so far as God was conceived and taught to be 

gracious there was an element of prophetic teaching which lay out- 
side of the functions of a preacher of righteousness. He was a 

preacher of grace. There are foregleams of this conception before 
the prophets, but it belonged to the later-the literary prophets to 
represent grace as a constant and prevailing factor in God's moral gov- 
ernment. By the time of Isaiah, the prophets saw that the covenant 
was broken down, for the nation was faithless and there was no hope 
that the people would try to fulfill the conditions of that covenant. 
Hence the prophets held fast hold of the larger promises which were 
a national inheritance. The promise to bless Israel and through Israel 
all nations was not conditional. That Israel should become fit to dis- 
pense blessing to other races was implied in this promise. The 
method was not included in the belief. To the threat of chastisement 
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for disobedience was added an unconditioned promise of blessing and 
the seeming contradiction was solved by the belief in a purified rem- 
nant. Hence the possibility of a promise which might be fulfilled 

irrespective of present human conduct. Of such a nature was the 

promise to Daniel. Never in the entire history of prophecy was that 

promise revoked. While the kingship of the ten tribes came under 
such conditions as the Sinaitic covenant, the promise to David of the 

permanent kingship of his family was never canceled. The nature and 

scope of the kingship was partially modified but the promise remained. 
As has been said, the prophets saw that the Sinaitic covenant 

was broken down. Perhaps the plainest indication of that is Jer. 
XXXI., 31 sq.: "Behold the days come, saith the Lord, that I will 
make a new covenant with the house of Israel, and with the house of 

Judah: not according to the covenant that I made with their fathers 
in the day that I took them by the hand to bring them out of the land 
of Egypt; which my covenant they brake, although I was an husband 
unto them, saith the Lord: but this shall be the covenant that I will 
make with the house of Israel: After those days, saith the Lord, I 

put my law in their inward parts, and write it in their hearts; and 
will be their God and they shall be my people." These prophecies of 
unconditioned future blessing had a present purpose. So far as the 

prophets themselves were aware of any aim in their work as messen- 
gers of grace they must have purposed to do good to those who in 
evil times loved God. Their design must have been specifically to 
console the righteous when in adversity, and to give them strength 
against apostasy. In discussing these labors of the prophets I have 
considered them from the standpoint of Old Testament Theology. 
Where the religious beliefs of Mosaism are considered in relation to 

prophetism, they are considered not as pointing forward to prophet- 
ism, but simply as showing the stage of religious thought at which 

prophetism began its work, Also so far as the work of the prophets 
is considered, it is not as furnishing a basis for the future, but simply 
in and for its own time. 

However, it is seen that the actual work of the prophets had a 
vital connection with the previous beliefs of Israel. Not only did 

prophetism develop more fully the truths of Mosaism, but it was in 

part the goal of Mosaism. There is much in Mosaism that is incom- 
plete without a knowledge of prophetism. There is much more that 
may not be understood save by some further development and this is 
found in the New Testament history of Redemption. This is true also 
of the teaching of the prophets. When the prophets began their work 
Israel expected some great blessing to the nation. This expectation 
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was general rather than definite and so far as I can judge wholly ex- 
ternal or temporal. When the prophets ceased from their labors this 

expectation had become far more definite, temporal blessing was prom- 
inent, but ethical elements bore no small share in the enlarged 
thought. Out of the vague expectation had emerged the form of a 
deliverer and ruler whose dominion was to be far broader than the 
race of Israel and under whom all evils should have come to an end. 
In the statements of future blessing, by their variety and contrariety,. 
lay the necessity of transition to a spiritual interpretation. 

The reference of temporal calamity to moral causes which is con- 

stantly a burden of prophetic utterance was one means of breaking 
up the merely external conception of blessing. The representation 
of an antagonism between the world powers and the kingdom of God, 
together with the inevitable destruction of every power which set it- 
self against God's kingdom, was likely to convince Israel of the reality 
of the ethical character of God's government. The forms in which 

evils, from which they should be delivered, were represented, were so 
various that a spiritual explanation best suffices to unite the varying 
utterances. Some of these evils were disunion among themselves, 
ungodly kings of their own, oppressive conquerors or even captivity 
in a foreign land, the cessation of temple worship. Much more is 
it necessaryto find the real truth which underlay the various forms in 
which blessings were described. One promise was that of universal- 
ism, i. e., a world-wide commonwealth with its centre at Zion. Yet no 

prophecy definitely declares that there shall be a single organization. 
Rather the conception is of vassalage on the part of other rulers. 

Although Zion is definitively mentioned as the place of worship, the 
God of truth and righteousness is the object of attention. Jehovah 
was conceived as the acknowledged ruler of the whole earth and as 

ruling obedient subjects. The conceptions of such universal service 
and of worship, which must be rendered only in one locality, is not to 
be reconciled in any literal fashion. 

Again a literal interpretation of the distinctively Messianic 

prophecies is yet more difficult. While the words of individual prophets 
commonly did not involve features literally irreconcileable, the organ- 
ism of all Messianic prophecy did. The device of explaining these 
differences on the supposition of two Messiahs-one the son of Joseph 
and the other the son of David--was an ingenious attempt. When 
however the personal Messiah is described as king, priest, deliverer, 
teacher, yet as a victim to a rage which others deserve to feel, it is 
evident that no literal explanation is adequate to the case. We may 
well question what perplexities arose in the minds of the later 
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prophets as they pondered upon their own teachings-mysterious as 
these were to themselves. The individual prophecies could be com- 

prehended in a literal sense, the system demanded a key not suggest- 
ed by itself. In the history of Redemption we find an ultimate ex- 

planation in the person of Him in whom every contradiction is solved. 

STUDIES IN ARCHEOLOGY AND COMPARATIVE RELIGION. 
BY JUSTIN A. SMITH, D. D., 
Editor of The Standard, Chicago. 

V. 

Tradition in its Relation to History; (2) To Inspired History. 
II. 

In this article the subject of tradition in its relation to history is concluded. 
THE YIMA MYTH. 

The second Fargard of the Zendavesta, the sacred book of the Zoroastrian 
(Zarathustrian) religion, opens thus: 

Zarathustra asked Ahura Mazda: 0 Ahura Mazda, most beneficent Spirit, Maker of the 
material world, thou Holy One! who was the first mortal, before myself. Zarathustra, with whom 
thou, Ahura Mazda, didst converse, whom thou didst teach the law of Ahura, the law of Zara- 
thustra? 

Ahura Mazda answered: The fair Yima, the great shepherd. 0 holy Zarathustra: he was 
the first mortal before thee, Zarathustra, with whom I, Ahura Mazda, did converse, whom I 
taught the law of Ahura, the law of Zarathustra. Unto him, 0 Zarathustra, I, Ahura Mazda, 
spake, saying: "Well, fair Yima, son of Vivanghat, be thou the preacher and the bearer of 
my law !" And the fair Yima, 0 Zarathustra, replied unto me, saying: " I was not born, I was 
not taught to be the preacher and bearer of thy law." Then I, Ahura Mazda, said this unto him, 
0 Zarathustra: "Since thou wantest not to be the preacher and bearer of my law, then make 
these my worlds thrive, make my worlds increase; undertake thou to nourish, to rule, and to 
watch over my Iworld." And the fair Yima replied unto me, 0 Zarathustra, saying: "Yes! I 
will make thy worlds thrive, I will make thy worlds increase. Yes I will nourish, and rule. 
and watch over thy world. There shall be, while I am king, neither cold wind nor hot wind, 
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answered: " It was the bird Karshipta, 0 holy Zarathustra." 

In the Vedic form of the myth, Yima is named Yama, while the myth itself 
varies in particulars, although having strong points of identity. Prof. Max 
Miiller is unwilling to see in this myth any tradition corresponding to passages 
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Editor of The Standard, Chicago. 
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